
PageTraffic Topples Ebrandz on Topseos Rankings: Becomes No.1 
SEO Company in India

The No.2 position made us 
hungrier for the logical 
next step. We have been 
continuously innovating 
across the segments to 
provide better results and 
services. But the last 
couple of months made 
our teams incredibly 
aggressive. We have rolled 
out new SEO report cards, 
better traffic and goal 
conversion analysis, 
brought down the 
response time among 
quite a few other 
improvements.

Navneet Kaushal, CEO, Page Traffic, 
says "The No.2 position made us 
hungrier for the logical next step. We 
have been continuously in
novating across the 
segments to provide 
better results and 
services.But 
the last couple of 
months made our teams
 incredibly aggressive.
 We have rolled out 
new SEO report cards, 
better traffic and goal 
conversion analysis, 
brought down the 
response time among 
quite a few other improvements." He 
also mentions company's technical 
expertise, ethical practice and 
commitment to clients' goals for its 
continuing success.

topseos.in is known as one of the most rigorous ranking systems in the world. PageTraffic 
is already positioned at No.27 in its global rankings of SEO companies and No.1 among 
Indian link building companies. Founded in 2002 and over 650 successful campaigns old, 
the company's zeal for success is the reason behind them being at the top. This is the 
latest addition to numerous awards and accreditations that the company has won over the 
years.

Get Data, Airways Hotel, Custom Embossers, Stellar are few of the company's long 
standing SEO clients who have benefitted from its constant processes of upgradation and 
SEO expertise. In addition to the goal oriented strategy setting, 24/7 customer support, 
the most advanced project management system and absolute accountability eases the 
process for clients.

http://www.pagetraffic.com/


Mr. Kaushal is eloquent about his company's plans for the future. "Most companies will 
make the mistake of taking a pause after reaching the top. We always knew we will have 
to work harder to retain this position after getting here. So, we are looking forward to fine 
tuning our processes, listening to our clients' feedback and making changes where it's 
required. Our clients expect more from us now and there is no way we will disappoint 
them."

This pro-active approach, embrace of technology and the focus on better service results 
have kept 
PageTraffic at the forefront of the industry. The company is buzzing with activity and 
excitement. More surprises are expected soon.

To view the complete list of the best SEO companies in India please visit: topseos.in

About Page Traffic

PageTraffic founded in 2002 is a premier search engine positioning company with head 
office in New Delhi and sales office in Chicago. Trusted for result-oriented and effective 
SEO services, Page Traffic provides search engine optimization, link building and 
persuasive SEO copywriting services. PageTraffic is also known for its unique full time 
offshore consultants offerings under which dedicated SEO consultant works offshore 40 
hrs a week exclusively for a client. The company has above 650 satisfied clients from all 
over the world. 

Visit PageTraffic for more information.

Contact Details

PageTraffic Web-Tech Pvt. Ltd
J4-B, Lajpat Nagar II
New Delhi-110024

Ph: 91-9810178155 (For Sales Queries Only)
91-11-41720246, 41721444
Email: marketing@pagetraffic.com
Website: http://www.pagetraffic.com/
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